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video to Blu-ray, compress or back-up Blu-ray. Leawo Blu Ray Creator - is the most popular program to make free Blu-ray
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including MP4, M4V, AVI, . The
breakthrough smoke-free collection
that leaves your cigs litterless and

odorless. Leawo Blu-ray Copy Crack
You can easily access all the cool

features, without spending a dime!
Select excellent settings such as

quality, unlimited time span, targeted
folder, . Get the Best Blu-ray Ripper

2020! Best of all, the latest and
safest version of Leawo Blu-ray
Copy Free Download is is now

available to download! A great way
to "transfer" an ISO file to your

internal hard drive, and then set up
the ISO file as the DVD-ROM for
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your computer. . See also Leawo
Leawo Blu-ray Copy Keygen Leawo
Blu-ray Copy Crack Leawo Blu-ray
Copy Ultimate Leawo Blu-ray Copy
Crack License Key Leawo Blu-ray
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Copy PremiumThe invention relates
to a tape cassette (or VHS cassette)

for the recording and the
reproduction of sound and/or video

signals, comprising a housing, a
housing lid forming an opening for a

tape withdrawal path of the tape
cassette, at least one reel shaft, a

metal plate provided with a receiving
portion for the tape reels and having
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an aperture, a cover sheet forming a
first and second cover shell for the
housing, the first cover shell being
provided on the one side with an

aperture, a door and on the other side
with a recess, a first and second

cover shell and a front face
connecting the two cover shells.

Tape cassettes for the recording and
the reproduction of sound or video
signals of the so-called VHS type

comprise a housing composed of two
shell halves which are welded

together. The housing is divided into
a top, a bottom part and two side
parts, the two side parts together
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forming a receiving portion for the
tape reels. The tape withdrawal path

runs through the side parts of the
housing. The two housing half parts

are made of an elastic plastic
material to form the housing, which

housing comprises the
aforementioned receiving portion for

the tape reels on the one hand and
openings for the ejection of the tape
from the tape cassette on the other
hand. The aforesaid tape cassette
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